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Introduction 

This document, Elementary Classroom Visits: Summary of Findings, reports ratings for the 
classroom visits that were conducted by American Institutes for Research (AIR) certified 
observers on the Monitoring Site Visit (MSV) team. The visits were guided by the Classroom 
Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) for grades K–3. The CLASS protocol was developed by the 
Center for Advanced Study of Teaching and Learning (CASTL) at the University of Virginia. The 
protocol includes 10 classroom dimensions related to three domains: Emotional Support, 
Classroom Organization, and Instructional Support (listed in Table 1). 

Table 1. CLASS K–3 Domains and Dimensions 

Emotional Support Classroom Organization Instructional Support 

 Positive Climate 

 Negative Climate 

 Teacher Sensitivity 

 Regard for Student Perspectives 

 Behavior Management 

 Productivity 

 Instructional Learning Formats 

 Concept Development 

 Quality of Feedback 

 Language Modeling 

Student Engagement 

When conducting a visit to a classroom, the observer rates each dimension on a scale of 1 to 7. 
A rating of 1 or 2 indicates that the dimension was never or rarely evident during the visit. For 
example, a rating of 1 or 2 on Teacher Sensitivity indicates that, at the time of the visit, the 
teacher was not aware of students who needed extra support or attention, was unresponsive 
to or dismissive of students, or was ineffective at addressing students’ problems; as a result, 
students rarely sought support from the teacher or communicated openly with the teacher. A 
rating of 3, 4, or 5 indicates that the dimension was evident but not exhibited consistently or in 
a way that included all students. A rating of 6 or 7 indicates that the dimension was reflected in 
all or most classroom activities and in a way that included all or most students.  

Members of the MSV team who visited the classrooms all received training on the CLASS 
protocol in a two-day session and then passed a rigorous certification exam to ensure that they 
were able to accurately rate the dimensions. 

Research on CLASS protocol shows that students in classrooms that rated high using this 
observation tool have greater gains in social skills and academic success than students in 
classrooms with lower ratings (MET Project, 2010; CASTL, n.d.). Small improvements on these 
domains can affect student outcomes. “The ability to demonstrate even small changes in 
effective interactions has practical implications—differences in just over 1 point on the CLASS 7-
point scale translate into improved achievement and social skill development for students” 
(CASTL, n.d., p. 3).  

In this report, each CLASS dimension is defined, and descriptions of the dimensions at the high 
(6 or 7), middle (3, 4, or 5), and low levels (1 or 2) are presented. (Definitions and rating 
descriptions are derived from the CLASS Elementary Manual.)  
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Positive Climate 

Positive Climate reflects the emotional connection between the teacher and students and 
among students and the warmth, respect, and enjoyment communicated by verbal and 
nonverbal interactions (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 22). Table 3 (as well as tables for the remaining 
dimensions) includes the number of classrooms for each rating on each dimension and the 
school average for that dimension.  

Table 2. Positive Climate: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number 
of Classes 

  1 2 6 6  5.1 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 2, the school average is computed as:  
([3 x 1] + [4 x 2] + [5 x 6] + [6 x 6]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 5.1 

Ratings in the Low Range. All indicators are absent or only minimally present. Teachers and 
students do not appear to share a warm, supportive relationship. Interpersonal connections are 
not evident or only minimally evident. Affect in the classroom is flat, and there are rarely 
instances of teachers and students smiling, sharing humor, or laughing together. There are no, 
or very few, positive communications among the teacher and students; the teacher does not 
communicate encouragement. There is no evidence that students and the teacher respect one 
another or that the teacher encourages students to respect one another.  

Ratings in the Middle Range. There are some indications that the teacher and students share a 
warm and supportive relationship, but some students may be excluded from this relationship, 
either by the teacher or the students. Some relationships appear constrained—for example, the 
teacher expresses a perfunctory interest in students, or encouragement seems to be an 
automatic statement and is not sincere. Sometimes, teachers and students demonstrate 
respect for one another. 

Ratings in the High Range. There are many indications that the relationship among students 
and the teacher is positive and warm. The teacher is typically in close proximity to students, 
and encouragement is sincere and personal. There are frequent displays of shared laughter, 
smiles, and enthusiasm. Teachers and students show respect for one another (e.g., listening, 
using calm voices, using polite language). Positive communication (both verbal and nonverbal) 
and mutual respect are evident throughout the session. 
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Negative Climate 

Negative Climate reflects the overall level of expressed negativity in the classroom. The 
frequency, quality, and intensity of teacher and student negativity are key to this dimension 
(CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 28). This is the only dimension for which a low rating (indicating little or 
no evidence of a negative climate) is better than a high rating (indicating abundant evidence of 
a negative climate).  

Table 3. Negative Climate: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number  
of Classes 

13 1 1     6.8 

*Negative Climate is rated on an inverse scale, meaning that a score of 1 is given a value of 7, a score of 2 is given a 
value of 6, and so on for computing the school average. For example, in Table 3, the school average is computed 
as: ([7 x 13] + [6 x 1] + [5 x 1]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 6.8 

Ratings in the Low Range. There is no display of negativity: No strong expressions of anger or 
aggression are exhibited, either by the teacher or students; if there is such a display, it is 
contained and does not escalate. The teacher does not issue threats or yell to establish control. 
The teacher and students are respectful and do not express sarcasm.  

Ratings in the Middle Range. There are some expressions of mild negativity by the teacher or 
students. The teacher may express irritability, use a harsh tone, and/or express annoyance—
usually during difficult moments in the classroom. Threats or yelling may be used to establish 
control over the classroom, but not constantly; they are used more as a response to situations. 
At times, the teacher and students may be sarcastic or disrespectful toward one another.  

Ratings in the High Range. Negativity is pervasive. The teacher may express constant irritation, 
annoyance, or anger; unduly criticize students; or consistently use a harsh tone and/or take a 
harsh stance as he or she interacts with students. Threats or yelling are frequently used to 
establish control. Language is disrespectful and sarcastic. Severe negativity, such as the 
following actions, would lead to a high rating on negative climate, even if the action is not 
extended: students bullying one another, a teacher hitting a student, or students physically 
fighting with one another.  
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Teacher Sensitivity 

Teacher Sensitivity encompasses the teacher’s awareness of and responsiveness to students’ 
academic and emotional needs. High levels of sensitivity facilitate students’ abilities to actively 
explore and learn because the teacher consistently provides comfort, reassurance, and 
encouragement (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 32).  

Table 4. Teacher Sensitivity: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number  
of Classes 

 1 2 3 5 4  4.6 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 4, the school average is computed as:  
([2 x 1] + [3 x 2] + [4 x 3] + [5 x 5] + [6 x 4]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 4.6 

Ratings in the Low Range. In these sessions, the teacher has not been aware of students who 
need extra support and pays little attention to students’ needs. As a result, students are frustrated, 
confused, and disengaged. The teacher is unresponsive to and dismissive of students and may 
ignore students, squash their enthusiasm, and not allow them to share their moods or feelings. 
The teacher is not effective in addressing students’ needs and does not appropriately acknowledge 
situations that may be upsetting to students. Students rarely seek support from the teacher and 
minimize conversations with the teacher, not sharing ideas or responding to questions. 

Ratings in the Middle Range. The teacher is sometimes aware of student needs or aware of 
only a limited type of student needs, such as academic needs, not social-emotional needs. Or 
the teacher may be aware of some students and not of other students. The teacher does not 
always realize a student is confused and needs extra help or when a student already knows the 
material being taught. The teacher may be responsive at times to students but at other times 
may ignore or dismiss students. The teacher may respond only to students who are upbeat and 
positive and not support students who are upset. Sometimes, the teacher is effective in 
addressing students’ concerns or problems, but not always.  

Ratings in the High Range. The teacher’s awareness of students and their needs is consistent 
and accurate. The teacher may predict how difficult a new task is for a student and acknowledge 
this difficulty. The teacher is responsive to students’ comments and behaviors, whether positive 
or negative. The teacher consistently addresses students’ problems and concerns and is 
effective in doing so. Students are obviously comfortable with the teacher and share ideas, 
work comfortably together, and ask and respond to questions, even difficult questions.  
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Regard for Student Perspectives 

Regard for Student Perspectives captures the degree to which the teacher’s interactions with 
students and classroom activities place an emphasis on students’ interests, motivations, and 
points of view and encourage student responsibility and autonomy (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 38).  

Table 5. Regard for Student Perspectives: Number of Classrooms for  
Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number 
of Classes 

  5 6 3 1  4.0 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 5, the school average is computed as:  
([3 x 5] + [4 x 6] + [5 x 3] + [6 x 1]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 4.0 

Ratings in the Low Range. At the low range, the teacher exhibits an inflexible, rigid adherence 
to his or her plan, without considering student ideas or allowing students to make 
contributions. The teacher inhibits student enthusiasm by imposing guidelines or making 
remarks that inhibit student expression. The teacher may rigidly adhere to a lesson plan and 
not respond to student interests. The teacher does not allow students any autonomy on how 
they conduct an activity, may control materials tightly, and may offer few opportunities for 
students to help out with classroom responsibilities. There are few opportunities for students 
to talk and express themselves.  

Ratings in the Middle Range. The teacher exhibits control at times and at other times follows 
the students’ lead and gives them some choices and opportunities to follow their interests. 
There are some opportunities for students to exercise autonomy, but student choice is limited. 
The teacher may assign students responsibility in the classroom, but in a limited way. At times, 
the teacher dominates the discussion, but at other times the teacher allows students to share 
ideas, although only at a minimal level or for a short period of time.  

Ratings in the High Range. The teacher is flexible in following student leads, interests, and 
ideas and looks for ways to meaningfully engage students. Although the teacher has a lesson 
plan, students’ ideas are incorporated into the lesson plan. The teacher consistently supports 
student autonomy and provides meaningful leadership opportunities. Students have frequent 
opportunities to talk, share ideas, and work together. Students have appropriate freedom of 
movement during activities.  
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Behavior Management 

Behavior Management refers to the teacher’s ability to provide clear behavioral expectations 
and use effective methods to prevent and redirect misbehavior (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 45). 

Table 6. Behavior Management: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number  
of Classes 

  1 2 5 4 3 5.4 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 6, the school average is computed as:  
([3 x 1] + [4 x 2] + [5 x 5] + [6 x 4] + [7 x 3]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 5.4 

Ratings in the Low Range. At the low range, the classroom is chaotic. There are no rules and 
expectations, or they are not enforced consistently. The teacher does not monitor the 
classroom effectively and only reacts to student disruption, which is frequent. There are 
frequent instances of misbehavior in the classroom, and the teacher’s attempts to redirect 
misbehavior are ineffective. The teacher does not use cues, such as eye contact, slight touches, 
gestures, or physical proximity, to respond to and redirect negative behavior.  

Ratings in the Middle Range. Although rules and expectations may be stated, they are not 
consistently enforced, or the rules may be unclear. Sometimes, the teacher proactively 
anticipates and prevents misbehavior, but at other times the teacher ignores behavior 
problems until it is too late. Misbehavior may escalate because redirection is not always 
effective. Episodes of misbehavior are periodic. 

Ratings in the High Range. At the high range, the rules and guidelines for behavior are clear, 
and they are consistently reinforced by the teacher. The teacher monitors the classroom and 
prevents problems from developing, using subtle cues to redirect behavior and address 
situations before they escalate. The teacher focuses on positive behavior and consistently 
affirms students’ desirable behaviors. The teacher effectively uses cues to redirect behavior. 
There are no, or very few, instances of student misbehavior or disruptions.  
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Productivity 

Productivity considers how well the teacher manages instructional time and routines, and 
provides activities for students so that they have the opportunity to be involved in learning 
activities (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 51).  

Table 7. Productivity: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number  
of Classes 

  1 1 2 9 2 5.7 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 7, the school average is computed as:  
([3 x 1] + [4 x 1] + [5 x 2] + [6 x 9] + [7 x 2]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 5.7 

Ratings in the Low Range. At the low level, the teacher provides few activities for students. 
Much time is spent on managerial tasks (such as distributing papers) and/or on behavior 
management. Frequently during the observation, students have little to do and spend time 
waiting. The routines of the classroom are not clear and, as a result, students waste time, are 
not engaged, and are confused. Transitions take a long time and/or are too frequent. The 
teacher does not have activities organized and ready and seems to be caught up in last-minute 
preparations. 

Ratings in the Middle Range. At the middle range, the teacher does provide activities for 
students but loses learning time to disruptions or management tasks. There are certain times 
when the teacher provides clear activities to students, but there are other times when students 
wait and lose focus. Some students (or all students, at some point) do not know what is 
expected of them. Some of the transitions may take too long, or classrooms may be productive 
during certain periods but then not productive during transitions. Although the teacher is 
mostly prepared for the class, last-minute preparations may still infringe on learning time. 

Ratings in the High Range. The classroom runs very smoothly. The teacher provides a steady 
flow of activities for students, so students do not have downtime and are not confused about 
what to do next. The routines of the classroom are efficient, and all students know how to 
move from one activity to another and where materials are. Students understand the teacher’s 
instructions and directions. Transitions are quick, and there are not too many of them. The 
teacher is fully prepared for the lesson. 
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Instructional Learning Formats 

Instructional Learning Formats refer to the ways in which the teacher maximizes students’ interest, 
engagement, and abilities to learn from the lesson and activities (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 57).  

Table 8. Instructional Learning Formats: Number of Classrooms for  
Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number 
of Classes 

 3 3 3 5 1  3.9 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 8, the school average is computed as:  
([2 x 3] + [3 x 3] + [4 x 3] + [5 x 5] + [6 x 1]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 3.9 

Ratings in the Low Range. The teacher exerts little effort in facilitating engagement in the 
lesson. Learning activities may be limited and seem to be at the rote level, with little teacher 
involvement. The teacher relies on one learning modality (e.g., listening) and does not use 
other modalities (e.g., movement, visual displays) to convey information and enhance learning. 
Or the teacher may be ineffective in using other modalities, not choosing the right props for the 
students or the classroom conditions. Students are uninterested and uninvolved in the lesson. 
The teacher does not attempt to guide students toward learning objectives and does not help 
them focus on the lesson by providing appropriate tools and asking effective questions. 

Ratings in the Middle Range. At the middle range, the teacher sometimes facilitates engagement in 
the lesson but at other times does not, or the teacher facilitates engagement for some students 
and not for other students. The teacher may not allow students enough time to explore or 
answer questions. Sometimes, the teacher uses a variety of modalities to help students reach a 
learning objective, but at other times the teacher does not. Student engagement is 
inconsistent, or some students are engaged and other students are not. At times, students are 
aware of the learning objective and at other times they are not. The teacher may sometimes 
use strategies to help students organize information but at other times does not. 

Ratings in the High Range. The teacher has multiple strategies and tools to facilitate 
engagement and learning and encourage participation. The teacher may move around, talk and 
play with students, ask open-ended questions of students, and allow students to explore. A 
variety of tools and props are used, including movement and visual/auditory resources. 
Students are consistently interested and engaged in the activities and lessons. The teacher 
focuses students on the learning objectives, which students understand. The teacher uses 
advanced organizers to prepare students for an activity, as well as reorientation strategies that 
help students regain focus.  
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Concept Development 

Concept Development refers to the teacher’s use of instructional discussions and activities to 
promote students’ higher order thinking skills and cognition and the teacher’s focus on 
understanding rather than on rote instruction (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 64). 

Table 9. Concept Development: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number 
of Classes 

5 5 3 1 1   2.2 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 9, the school average is computed as:  
([1 x 5] + [2 x 5] + [3 x 3] + [4 x 1] + [5 x 1]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 2.2 

Ratings in the Low Range. At the low range, the teacher does not attempt to develop students’ 
understanding of ideas and concepts, focusing instead on basic facts and skills. Discussion and 
activities do not encourage students to analyze and reason. There are few, if any, opportunities 
for students to create or generate ideas and products. The teacher does not link concepts to 
one another and does not ask students to make connections with previous content or their 
actual lives. The activities and the discussion are removed from students’ lives and from their 
prior knowledge. 

Ratings in the Middle Range. To some extent, the teacher uses discussions and activities to 
encourage students to analyze and reason and focuses somewhat on understanding of ideas. 
The activities and discussions are not fully developed, however, and there is still instructional 
time that focuses on facts and basic skills. Students may be provided some opportunities for 
creating and generating ideas, but the opportunities are occasional and not planned out. 
Although some concepts may be linked and also related to students’ previous learning, such 
efforts are brief. The teacher makes some effort to relate concepts to students’ lives but does 
not elaborate enough to make the relationship meaningful to students. 

Ratings in the High Range. At the high range, the teacher frequently guides students to analyze 
and reason during discussions and activities. Most of the questions are open ended and 
encourage students to think about connections and implications. Teachers use problem solving, 
experimentation, and prediction; comparison and classification; and evaluation and 
summarizing to promote analysis and reasoning. The teacher provides students with 
opportunities to be creative and generate ideas. The teacher consistently links concepts to one 
another and to previous learning and relates concepts to students’ lives.  
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Quality of Feedback 

Quality of Feedback refers to the degree to which the teacher provides feedback that expands 
learning and understanding and encourages continued participation in the learning activity 
(CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 72).  

Table 10. Quality of Feedback: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number 
of Classes 

2 2 5 6    3.0 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 10, the school average is computed as:  
([1 x 2] + [2 x 2] + [3 x 5] + [4 x 6]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 3.0 

Ratings in the Low Range. At the low range, the teacher dismisses incorrect responses or 
misperceptions and rarely scaffolds student learning. The teacher is more interested in students 
providing the correct answer than understanding. Feedback is perfunctory. The teacher may 
not provide opportunities to learn whether students understand or are interested. The teacher 
rarely questions students or asks them to explain their thinking and reasons for their responses. 
The teacher does not or rarely provides information that might expand student understanding 
and rarely offers encouragement that increases student effort and persistence. 

Ratings in the Middle Range. In the middle range, the teacher sometimes scaffolds students, 
but this is not consistent. On occasion, the teacher facilitates feedback loops so that students 
may elaborate and expand on their thinking, but these moments are not sustained long enough 
to accomplish a learning objective. Sometimes, the teacher asks students about or prompts 
them to explain their thinking and provides information to help students understand, but 
sometimes the feedback is perfunctory. At times, the teacher encourages student efforts and 
persistence. 

Ratings in the High Range. In this range, the teacher frequently scaffolds students who are 
having difficulty, providing hints or assistance as needed. The teacher engages students in 
feedback loops to help them understand ideas or reach the right response. The teacher often 
questions students, encourages them to explain their thinking, and provides additional 
information that may help students understand. The teacher regularly encourages students’ 
efforts and persistence.  
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Language Modeling 

Language Modeling refers to the quality and amount of the teacher’s use of language 
stimulation and language facilitation techniques (CLASS K–3 Manual, p. 79). 

Table 11. Language Modeling: Number of Classrooms for Each Rating and School Average  

 Low Range Middle Range High Range  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

School 
Average* 

Number  
of Classes 

5 5 3 1 1   2.2 

*The school average is an average of the scores. For example, in Table 11, the school average is computed as:  
([1 x 5] + [2 x 5] + [3 x 3] + [4 x 1] + [5 x 1]) ÷ 15 classrooms = 2.2 

Ratings in the Low Range. In the low range, there are few conversations in the classroom, 
particularly between the students and the teacher. The teacher responds to students’ initiating 
talk with only a few words, limits students’ use of language (in responding to questions), and 
asks questions that mainly elicit closed-ended responses. The teacher does not or rarely 
extends students’ responses or repeats them for clarification. The teacher does not engage in 
self-talk or parallel talk—explaining what he or she or the students are doing. The teacher does 
not use new words or advanced language with students. The language used has little variety.  

Ratings in the Middle Range. In this range, the teacher talks with students and shows some 
interest in students, but the conversations are limited and not prolonged. Usually, the teacher 
directs the conversations, although the conversations may focus on topics of interest to 
students. More often, there is a basic exchange of information but limited conversation. The 
teacher asks a mix of closed- and open-ended questions, although the closed-ended questions 
may require only short responses. Sometimes, the teacher extends students’ responses or 
repeats what students say. Sometimes, the teacher maps his or her own actions and the 
students’ actions through language and description. The teacher sometimes uses advanced 
language with students.  

Ratings in the High Range. There are frequent conversations in the classroom, particularly 
between students and the teacher, and these conversations promote language use. Students 
are encouraged to converse and feel they are valued conversational partners. The teacher asks 
many open-ended questions that require students to communicate more complex ideas. The 
teacher often extends or repeats student responses. Frequently, the teacher maps his or her 
actions and student actions descriptively and uses advanced language with students.  
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Summary of Average Ratings 
Table 12. Summary Table of Average Ratings for  
Each Dimension in Classrooms, Grades K–3 

 Average 
Scores 

Emotional Support Domain 5.1 

Positive Climate 5.1 

Negative Climate 6.8 

Teacher Sensitivity 4.6 

Regard for Student Perspectives 4.0 

Classroom Organization Domain 5.0 

Behavior Management 5.4 

Productivity 5.7 

Instructional Learning Formats 3.9 

Instructional Support Domain 2.5 

Concept Development 2.2 

Quality of Feedback 3.0 

Language Modeling  2.2 
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